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Once again it is with great pleasure that I have the privilege of presenting The Rackman 
Center‘s Annual Report for 2013. 
  
This year, The Rackman Center is celebrating its Bat-Mitzvah year. Indeed, we do feel like a 
girl entering the full world of Jewish life: the organization has achieved unprecedented 
standing on all fronts, and is definitely already operating in full force, having extraordinary 
impact. 
 

Since our establishment in 2001, we have grown and developed from a small organization 
with big ideas and excitement for the possibilities that lay ahead for us to effect the world 
we live in, to maturing into a truly solid and grounded organization,  becoming the fore-
front organization for making social change for women in family law in Israel. Life experi-
ence has led us in many directions –advising members of Knesset, submitting and chang-
ing laws to effect long term changes, providing women with free legal aid through a hotline 
and client representation, freeing Agunot and demonstrating new ideas to eradicate this 
problem, opening new doors for women‘s equality in prominent decision-making and lead-
ership positions and everything you will read in this annual report. 
 

Just like A Bat-Mitzvah, we will take the lessons we have learned with us to our next stage 
in life. We have an important responsibility now that our standing in this field is so respect-
ed and we will use it in the right way and continue to advance women‘s rights in family law 
in Israel. We have reached a place where nothing happens in family law in Israel without 
our involvement and this will enable us to move forward with the big plans we have to con-
tinue positive changes for the future.  
 
Indeed, our past and future achievements are only possible due to our incredible profes-
sional team, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank Adv Atara Kenigsberg who 
has been our Executive Director since the beginning and is now, in April 2014,  moving on. 
We are so grateful for everything she helped us achieve and now welcome on board, Dr 
Galit Shaul (Adv) under whose leadership I am confident that The Rackman Center will on-
ly progress further. I also wish to thank the Law Faculty at Bar Ilan University, and of 
course our generous friends and donors whose constant support enables us to do so much.   
 

With your help, we have come so far. We hope that we will be able to continue along this 
road together in 2014  - in order to create a better world for all our children—and make 
long term social change for women in family law and society at large. 

 
Best wishes, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 

 

 

 

Introduction from the Chairperson of The Rackman Center 

Professor Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 
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Legislation and Public Policy 

 

We passed 3 laws  

We have 2 bill proposals that have passed the first stage of legislation 
and will continue in the next Knesset 

We worked on 9 more bills (including 2 joint with ICAR) 

We worked on 3 regulations for various issues 

We participated in 20 different Knesset Committees   

We submitted 14 Position Papers to various Knesset Committees   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legal Aid Clinic for Women in Family Law 

 

43 Women received full free legal representation 

243 women received legal aid via our legal aid hotline 

We submitted and were involved in 6 High Court Appeals 

We trained 22 high caliber students 

We held one Moot Court 

We contributed updates on the topic of Family Law to the Web project 
‘All Rights’  www.kolzchut.org.il  

We conducted 3 Student tour days; visiting a Family Law Court, Rabbin-
ical Court and Women‘s shelter and the Knesset 

 

At a  

http://www.kolzchut.org.il/he/%D7%A2%D7%9E%D7%95%D7%93_%D7%A8%D7%90%D7%A9%D7%99
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glance…. 

 

Publications 

 

We published 3 issues of HaDin VeHadayan (The Law and its Deci-
sor)  

We published 2 books of Moot Court Proceedings 

We conducted an Agunah survey and presented  the findings in the 
1st Agunah Summit in New York 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conferences  and Groups 

 

We held 2 conferences with over 500 attendees 

We ran 1 Student orientation session 

We ran 1 Client Support Group 

 

Publicity  

The Rackman Center was mentioned 66 times in the newspapers and 
internet 

We participated in 6 TV shows and 4 Radio Interviews  
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The Center is at the forefront of le-

gal and social change for women 

in family law in Israel.  

We identify flaws in the legal system and 

inequalities in society and set out to 

change them. 

We accomplish this through High Court 

appeals, submitting bills to pass new laws 

and  regulations to 

existing laws at the 

Knesset and 

fighting against the 

daily struggles 

women face in fam-

ily and rabbinical courts. 

We run a free legal aid hotline and offer 

free legal representation to those in fi-

nancial straits 

 

We train 20 exemplary law students in 

the intricacies of Family Law 

We are also responsible for the unprece-

dented initiative of publishing and dis-

seminating Rabbinical Court decisions 

that would otherwise remain un-

published and inaccessible to the public, 

and for publishing the biannual statistical 

report, "Women and Family in Israel"  

With the benefit of 

our academic set-

ting we also organ-

ize annual Confer-

ences on such rele-

vant topics as child 

maintenance and custody, domestic vio-

lence and legal aid to women in the 

sphere of family law.  

 

 

Our Mission: 

The Rackman Center was established in 2001 at Bar-Ilan University's Faculty of 

Law, with the goal of improving women's status and bringing an end to gender 

discrimination in Israeli society. The Rackman Center utilizes its unique position as 

an academic center in a law faculty to translate academic research, knowledge and 

training into action and social change through legislation, appeals to the High Court, 

Bills proposed to the Knesset, conferences, training courses, and various 

publications, all of which contribute to the advancement of the status of women in 

family law in Israel.  

Legal Aid, Advocacy & Outreach 

Professional Education & Training 

Policy & Outreach 

Established through your generosity, The Rackman Center is fulfilling its goals, as 

attested by all other activities listed herewith, according to the three aspects 

(above ,center) on which it was founded. 
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The Program for Legal Aid, Advocacy and Outreach 

in Family Law and Women's Rights 

 243 women received legal advice via our hotline this year.  

 The average time spent with each client was one hour, with callers often giv-

ing us legal documents to review beforehand.  

 The average client age was 42.6 years, and clients on average had 2.5 children.  

 75 children were helped through our hotline. 

 After calling the hotline some callers were invited for a meeting and then we 

decided which cases to represent. 

 During the academic year,  we took on 43 cases for full representation. Every 

case entails between 3 and 5 legal procedures (property, custody, alimony etc. 

in both family and rabbinical courts) 

 We compile reports yearly to analyze the cases we have dealt with in family 

law. For example, we can conclude that the main reason clients come to us is 

regarding their divorce settlement. 

Case example: Freedom finally for Tamar  

– after a divorce refusal for 17 years! 

 

Tamar and her husband had three children. Nine years into their marriage a conflict began between 

the couple and the husband filed for divorce to the Rabbinical Court, which ruled that the husband 

was obliged to give the Get. The husband did not come to the hearings and in fact ―disappeared ― and 

left Tamar abandoned and unable to continue her life. Eight years later the court in Petach Tikva or-

dered to close the file, and Tamar, feeling completely helpless, appealed to the Rabbinical Court. The 

Court tried to bring the husband to tribunal with subpoenas and arrest warrants but those did not 

help because the husband " disappeared " and refused to come out of hiding. At the same time he was 

sending requests and letters presenting requirements and conditions to be met before he was pre-

pared to come to the court. In addition, the husband had refused to pay child support over this whole 

time putting him in thousands of shekels of debt to his children. This episode dragged on for 17 years 

during which time the children grew up, yet Tamar was still left without a divorce – a chained women. 

Then Tamar came to us via the hotline and in January the husband was called again to face the Rab-

binical Court. The High Rabbinical Court issued an arrest warrant against him and he was released on 

bail on condition that he will appear for the hearing. After holding two hearings in the Rabbinical 

Court the husband finally agreed to give the Get after his alimony debt was offset. Last March – on the 

eve of the Festival of freedom, Pesach, after years being an Agunah, Tamar was finally free!  
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The Legal Aid Hotline—Real case stories... 

 
Transatlantic Divorce—via virtual messenger 

 
At the age of 18, Rachel, from USA, married her husband and they lived in Israel. They had two 

daughters but the marriage soon broke down and they decided to separate. It was agreed that 

Rachel would move back to America with their daughters but it soon became clear that her 

husband had no intention of giving Rachel her Get. While he moved in with another woman 

and continued his life, Rachel, an orthodox woman, was unable to remarry and unable to move 

on for 8 long years. Last year, faced with this international battle, Rachel‘s lawyer, Adv. Sarah 

Markovitch came to us for help and we started to work together to resolve this case. We were 

successful in getting the rabbinical court to impose sanctions on the husband, such as taking 

away his driving license and passport and after much discussion the husband agreed that after 

seeing his children in August this year, he would be prepared to give the Get. So Rachel trav-

elled to Israel with her children – now age 9 and 7 – who had not seen their father for 7 years, 

and they met with him. Despite his promises the mother and her girls left without a Get. 

We appealed to the high rabbinical court citing his unwillingness to give the Get, how he had 

never paid child support and how he cannot be trusted to give the get and asked that he should 

be jailed as a Get withholder. He was jailed and after one month he suddenly decided he would 

give the Get. Due to the  risk he might change his mind if a messenger travelled to USA to 

handover the Get, a special exception was made and the Get was given to a ‗virtual‘ messenger  

here in Israel and as soon as he was handed the Get the messenger was considered as if he was 

Rachel who was simultaneously with the New Jersey Beit Din on a SKYPE call with us and the 

Get became legal and final. We hope the use of this rare method will now become more well 

used as a result of this long case! 

LEGAL ADVICE:  

Hannah and her husband lived separately and 
he appointed himself a lawyer who sent her a 
request to divide up the house. She phoned us 
in a panic as she did not understand the pro-
cess. We explained the divorce process to her, 
including her social and pension rights which 
enabled her to go and appoint her own lawyer 
and see through her divorce having understood 
the basics. 

CUSTODY: 

Rotem and her former husband have two 
daughters. Rotem had a very difficult year, los-
ing both her sister and mother which left 
Rotem in a devastated state. This was followed 
by her husband filing for divorce, leaving 
Rotem stranded outside her home in a strange 
city, far away from her family, with no one to 
support her. In despair, she left the place of 

residence and returned to her 
parents. Social welfare as-
sessments went against 
Rotem which led the rabbini-
cal court to determine that 
the girls would be in the cus-
tody of the father. Since then, 
Rotem rehabilitated, estab-
lished her own business and 
began a long and tedious 
struggle to regain custody of 
her daughters. She called 
through to the legal aid hot-
line and we took on the case. In the past year 
we made great progress and the court recently 
ruled that the girls will be in temporary custo-
dy with their mother - to be examined in about 
six months. Finally, the girls will be able to live 
with their mother and Rotem can take care of 
them. 
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The Man hunt continues for the husband who jumped 

out of a court window to escape giving his wife a get 

Refusing a divorce for over a decade, Shai Cohen (below, left) was jailed for more than 5 years.  On March 

6th, he escaped by jumping out the bathroom window during a Rabbinical Court hearing in Jerusalem just 

after he agreed for the first time ever in over 11 years to consider giving the get (Jewish divorce).  It is sus-

pected he had some help from someone on the outside and that he planned the escape after asking to use 

the bathroom at the last hearing a month ago. Police are also following up why the armed guards he was 

with did not ensure they were with him and that he was secure. His wife has been our client for the past 

year and our attorney Osnat Karplus-Galam is representing her and was with her in court when all this 

drama took place. 

The couple were married when our client was 27 years old. They had been together for only two years and 

have two children. Since the breakup, which occurred over 12 years ago, the husband 

has persistently refused to grant a divorce to our client. Stubbornly he defiantly said he 

was ‗willing to sanctify the L-rd‘ by not giving his wife a get and was prepared to sit in 

jail instead. Last year the court extended his five year prison term as he continued to 

refuse to give the get. Our poor client recently celebrated her 40th birthday – 12 years of 

her life wasted, still bound and held captive with her freedom seemingly further and fur-

ther away. 

As Rachel Levmore, a member of the Dayanim selection committee recounted in her article for the Times 

of Israel, ‗this man who had been refusing to grant his wife a get for 12 years, who had disappeared in the 

past until he was caught and then kept incarcerated for the past six years and until he would give the get, 

who has not seen his children for six years due to his own actions (or lack thereof) — played the system. He 

notified the Court that he was willing to give the get, while submitting a doctor‘s note to the Prison Ser-

vices that stated he should not be handcuffed due to a medical condition. For some reason he was not 

wearing the standard prison uniform when he arrived in the court, but was dressed in civilian clothing. 

Once there, he refused to enter the assigned courtroom while wearing leg chains. The police officers in 

charge of his transport acquiesced so as to smooth things along and removed them. The wife‘s attorney, 

Osnat Karplus-Galam, director of the Family Law Legal Aid Clinic of the Rackman Center in Bar Ilan Uni-

versity Law School, later reported that this was not the first time Cohen received such lenient treatment. 

Karplus-Galam described how following the hearing, in which the recalcitrant husband agreed to give 

a get for the first time in twelve years, he was removed from the courtroom and the leg-chains were not 

restored. The prisoner asked to use the bathroom and was permitted to do so without his hands or legs se-

cured. Only after he jumped from the second story bathroom window, causing an audible whack, did the 

tumult erupt. The manhunt began in the holy city of Jerusalem, helicopter and all, for a Jewish man who 

cynically planned his escape from Jewish Justice.‘ 

Professor Halperin - Kaddari, Chairperson of the Rackman Center said that ―this case repre-

sents the most extreme and inconceivable reality that exists in Israel, where women are trapped in their 

marriages for years (in this case over a decade) and subject to the arbitrariness of the husbands who refuse 

to divorce – even imprisoning them for years does not seem enough for them to release the women. This 

case highlights for everyone how absurd it is that in Israel, where religious law governs over marriage and 

divorce, all the state agencies are required to invest endless resources into ensuring a husband grants his 

wife a divorce. A police force you would imagine to be sent out in the case of a terrorist attack was sent out 

to find this man today, and all of this, is just to get this woman a long awaited get, which is a basic right to 

women in any civilized country in the world.‖ We are fully supporting our client and hope that her hus-

band will be found soon and that she quickly receives the freedom she deserves. We are also working sim-

ultaneously to offer other halachic avenues to the Grand Rabbinical Court to solve the situation and free 

our client. We will update you on this case, however it has been a year and as yet Shai Cohen has not been 

found and our client remains without her freedom.   
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Legal & Social Change  

in Family Law 
Legislation and Public Policy 

 

In 2013  we made significant progress 

in all of our main strategic goals:  

Ensuring proper female representation in 

religious government positions and policy 

making positions. 

Reducing post-divorce poverty of Women 

and children.   

Enhancing access to justice in family law. 

Promoting Alternative Dispute Resolution 

tools for families in crisis. 

Eliminating the Race to Jurisdiction and 

reduce it‘s impact on family disputes. 

We are thrilled with our growing achieve-

ments of the past year. 

 

Our Achievements 

 

3 of our laws have passed. 2 more laws 

have passed the first stage of legislation 

and are expected to complete the legis-

lative process in the coming few 

months. We worked on 9 more law 

amendments. We worked on 3 sets of 

regulations regarding various issues. 

We participated in 20 different Knes-

set Committees  and submitted 14 Po-

sition Papers.   

 

Selected examples: 

 The bill to raise the minimum legal mar-

riage age to 18 was passed, including a 

provision requiring all relevant govern-

ment agencies report their progress in 

enforcing this law to the parliament once 

a year. 

 2 similar amendments, one ensuring the 

equal representation of women in the se-

lection committee of rabbinical courts' 

judges and one ensuring the same in the 

selection committee of regular court 

judges.  

An amendment enabling victims of do-

mestic violence to file a simple request to 

prolong the injunction against the aggres-

sor, avoiding starting the process from 

the beginning every 6 months. 

  An amendment allowing women to ap-

ply for the position of Director of the 

Rabbinical Court system. This has passed 

the first reading. 

Our legal aid clinic students have drafted 

two bills: 

A bill which obligates the Family courts and 

Religious courts in Israel to publish their de-

cisions.  

An amendment which provides all citizens 

with free legal aid in the toughest family law 

proceedings: Child support and Custody. 

The first bill has already been submitted to the 

Knesset. 
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We are thrilled to inform you that we passed the ‘Law of Rabbinical Judges’ in June 

2013, to ensure that women are included on the selection committee for rabbinical judges. Last 

year we described the challenge we faced. The identity of Rabbinical judges plays a crucial role in 

the policy and case-outcomes in the Rabbinical courts. Due to the legal status of marriage and di-

vorce in Israel which allows only religious ceremonies, every citizen – religious or secular – is 

faced with the Rabbinical courts when filing for divorce. Of course half of these citizens are wom-

en, which are bluntly misrepresented in these courts. Therefore it was extremely important to en-

sure the effective involvement and influence of women in the process of selecting the decision 

makers (the rabbinical judges) of this system. Our aim was to increase women‘s representation by 

law. As a result, the High Court responded with an injunction order that stopped the process of se-

lecting new rabbinical judges until women's representation was ensured in some way. The Knesset 

then passed an amendment drafted  by ICAR.  According to the new law, at least 4 out of 11 

members of the selection committee have to be women. Following the passing of the important 

bill, The Rackman staff was addressed by MK Dr. Aliza Lavi who requested we draft two more 

"women's equal representation" bills, one to ensure equal representation in the selection commit-

tee of Judges and one in the Jewish-religious city councils. The first was already successfully 

passed in the beginning of 2014 and the second has now begun its legislation process. 

LEGAL & SOCIAL CHANGE 

Fighting the exclusion of women 

SUCCESS! 

 
Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, Chairperson of The Rackman Center reported to the media 
‘We are so happy about the historical passing of this law with the backing of MKs Shuli 
Muallem, Aliza Lavie and Zahava Gal-on. 
The identity of the judges selected for the rabbinical courts affects the whole spirit of the 
ruling on marriage and divorce, and other issues, more sensitive, for both men and 
women. Therefore it is absolutely important, that women will take part in the nomina-
tion process, especially given that the judges themselves are still only men. The message 
that the Knesset left us with is loud and clear – put an end to the exclusion of women in 
the State of Israel! Giving women fair representation is a fundamental principle that the 
Knesset has given new meaning to. We are now calling to the Minister of Religious Af-
fairs Naftali Bennett to remove the veto imposed by the faction of the law designed to 
ensure proper representation of women in the elections for chief rabbis, and end the ex-
clusion of women from the committee that elects the chief rabbis. Our work continues 
but the fact that this law has been passed brings a promising future for women’s fairer 
representation.’  

New Law Passed -4 Women HAVE to be included  the  

selection committee for Rabbinical Judges  
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LEGAL & SOCIAL CHANGE 

Fighting the exclusion of women 

SUCCESS! 

The fight to ensure women’s involvement 

in the selection committee of  

Israel’s Chief Rabbis 
 As part of our continuous  effort to eliminate the exclusion of women from the pub-

lic-governmental arena and from influential positions in Israel - particularly in the 

religious public sphere, it was very important that women would have equal say in 

the selection process in the election for the new Chief Rabbis of Israel (Sephardi and 

Ashkenazi), a process which takes place one in a decade.  

Our first step, was to draft a bill to ensure the equal representation of women on the 

selection committee of the Chief Rabbis. We submitted the bill along with MK 

Ela'azar Stern. As the legislation process progressed, more and more political barri-

ers arose and we decided to recruit a number of other women's organizations to the 

struggle. We started a media campaign, (see images on the left) which was meant to 

pressure the political parties involved (namely the Bayit HaYehudi party and it's 

head – Naftali Bennet) to pass the bill.   Our numerous media appearances, along 

with a strong Facebook campaign and a petition to the high court of justice request-

ing they stall the appointment of the new chief rabbis until women's representation 

in the selection committee was ensured, eventually led, not to the passing of the law, 

but to the appointment of 15 women to the selection committee (instead of 1 which 

was on the committee beforehand). 

In 2014 we plan to continue the struggle to pass the law to ensure the equal repre-

sentation of women for all elections of chief rabbis to come.  

 

 

Photo—At the Israeli High 

Court  to submit our peti-

tion regarding the equal 

representation of women 

in the selection committee 

for the chief rabbi—From 

right, Prof Ruth Halperin-

Kaddari, Adv Adi Raz, Adv 

Adi Blutner, Adv Osnat 

Karplus. 
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New Law Passed - 

The legal age of marriage is now 18 

 

The Rackman joined women around the country in celebrating a historic day for the 

State of Israel.   

On 4th November 2013 the Knesset approved a bill drafted by The Rackman 

Center which raised the minimum legal marriage age in Israel to 18, up by one year 

from the previous age of 17.   

This bill, brought before the Knesset by Gila Gamliel 

(Likud Beytenu), coalition chairman Yariv Levin 

(Likud Beytenu-see photo, right), Meretz leader 

Zehava Gal-On and others, is the culmination of a 

three-year effort initiated by the Rackman 

Center. Prior to the passing of the new law, a special 

report prepared by the Center revealed that about 

4,500 minors are married annually in Israel, 4,000 of 

whom are women.  About a third of the married mi-

nors are Jewish,  the rest mostly Muslim, and approxi-

mately 500 of them are under 16.   

This new law is aimed to end child-marriage in Israel. 

If enforced properly, the law has the potential of preventing teenage girls from drop-

ping out of school and harming their own future by marrying so young. These girls 

will now be obligated to wait one more year, during which they will have the chance 

to mature mentally and physically – before they tie their life with that of another 

and take upon themselves the responsibilities that are bound with the starting of a 

new family.  

Even more importantly, the bill bans the family courts from approving marriage of 

minors under 16 in any circumstances and cancels pregnancy as a cause for approv-

ing marriage under 18.   Also, based on the findings of the Rackman Center rere   

LEGAL & SOCIAL CHANGE 

New Law passed to raise the age of marriage to 18 

SUCCESS! 
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report regarding the major lack of enforcement, under the new law, all relevant 

government ministries will be required to report, annually, to the special Knesset 

committee about the measures that have been taken to enforce this law. 

 The existing law, was passed over 60 years ago and was not at all compatible with 

the social advancement and research developments which have taken place since 

then. The passing of the new law is an historical moment in the women's rights 

struggle.   

As you can see The Rackman Center is making significant progress and 

truly changing the future for our daughters, granddaughters and even ourselves. 

We thank you immensely for your continued support and look forward to updating 

you with more news of our achievements soon. 

  

 

This new law received a lot of media attention . Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari was 

invited to a radio interview, our Head of Legislation and Public Policy , Adv Adi 

Blutner was on a television interview on Channel 2 news as well as many other 

press articles on the topic! 
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Our Advocacy and Agunah Work with 

ICAR 

 

The Rackman Center is very proud to be an active and 

prominent member of the ICAR Coalition which fights for 

Agunah rights (women who are being refused their Get). 

We participate  in ICAR Committees and often host  meetings—by working together, 

our combined strength makes for strong results. Together  with fellow ICAR mem-

bers, here are some examples of what we are fighting for: 

The bill of putting an end the "Race for Jurisdiction" 

Once the new Knesset was elected (January 2013), ICAR set out to renew its long 

time struggle to end the Race for Jurisdiction which is a result of the parallel legal 

systems regarding family law – the civil and the religious. 

A new bill to amend the law which defines the Jurisdiction of the Rabbinical courts 

was drafted and submitted to Knesset with MK Dr. Aliza Lavi who is very dedicated 

to the matter. ICAR managed to convince many MK's to support this bill. On De-

cember 10th the Knesset committee for the advancement of the status of women, 

held a special conference to discuss the importance of the bill- ICAR's organizations 

including the Rackman Center presented the terrible impact of the current legal sit-

uation on women, men and children and brought in numerous examples from the 

field in order to bring before the legislators the clear and bright picture. 

As a result of the submission of the bill, and given this is a very controversial bill in 

terms of religion and state relations, a special minister's committee was formed in 

order to come up with a solution for the Race for Jurisdiction, which will be accept-

ed by all political parties. 

   

Appointment of rabbinical judges  

ICAR pushed for the selection of Rachel Levmore as the Rabbinical court pleader's 

representative on the selection committee of the Rabbinical Court judges. ICAR also 

worked for the selection of MK Shuli Mualem as the Knesset representative on the 

committee. These are two women who are devoted to protecting and advancing 

women's rights and therefore we are certain that they will select judges who will 

have a similar dedication.  

Agunah International Summit  

ICAR took part in the International Agunah Summit in NY which took place in June 

2013, and is now preparing for the next summit which will be held in Bar-Ilan Uni-

versity. 
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 Legal & Social Change 

High Court Petitions 

In 2013 we initiated 4 new petitions to the high court of justice and we continue to be involved in 

2 which were filed the year before; 

Child support from the social security institution when the father 

doesn't pay: A child whose father doesn't pay child support may address the social security 

institution. The Social Security will then pay the child on behalf of the father and then sue the fa-

ther to return the money he owes.  This procedure is meant to spare women and children of the 

need to take legal steps against a non-paying father and to ensure that children will always re-

ceive their child support as it is their constitutional right (as part of the rights for dignity and 

property). The problem with this procedure is that once the mother of the child makes a mini-

mum wage salary, the child is denied the right to receive the child support money from social se-

curity. We have filed a petition to challenge this rule, on behalf of a child who lost her right for 

child support because her mother's salary increased by 200 NIS a month.  

Equal representation of women on the committee which elects the new 

chief rabbis (see p13): Following our bill to ensure women's equal representation in se-

lecting the Chief Rabbis, we decided to petition the High Court in request of a warrant to delay 

the elections until women's representation was promised. After two hearings, when the Minister 

of Religions declared he would appoint 15 women to the committee, we retracted our petition. 

Religious conversion and its result in custody cases: In an ongoing case, last 

November, we filed a petition, on behalf of a woman and her two children, requesting the High 

Court cancel a decision made by the Muslim Court of appeals declaring the jurisdiction over the 

custody of the two children belonged to the Muslim courts since the father was Muslim and the 

mother who was originally Jewish had converted at some point to Islam. Our claim is that the 

children are both Muslim and Jewish, because when they were born their mom had not yet con-

verted to Islam, and therefore jurisdiction over their custody issues belongs to the civil family 

court. We are now waiting for a date for the first hearing. 

The independent standing of children in child support cases: In October, 

the Rabbinical court of appeals gave a unusual decision which challenges the 50 year status of 

children's child support rights in the Israeli law. Along with the lawyer who represented the 

women and the children in the rabbinical courts – we petitioned the High Court requesting they 

cancel this decision and declare the status of child support claims is still as it was. We are waiting 

for the first hearing. 

Equal representation for women on the Selection Committee of Rab-

binical Judges (see P11): The enactment of the new bill which ensures the representa-

tion of women on this committee – closed the case successfully.  

 ‘Baalah Vebaulah‟ :During 2013, a number of hearings were held in the high court, dur-

ing the last of which the court ordered the rabbinical courts to come up with a written formal 

procedure regarding these kind of cases, which must protect women's right to privacy and digni-

ty. We were asked to provide the court with our opinion regarding the new procedure proposed 

by the rabbinical courts and we are now waiting for the next hearing in June 2014. 
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 עו"ד עדי בלוטנר

קדרי-בהנחיית פרופ' רות הלפרין  
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Legal & Social Change 

The Law Enforcement Project  

The Marriage age Law 

 

 

 

 

One of our constant challenges in Israel across the whole field in fact, is that 
while laws are established, they are either not enforced at all or are not 
properly enforced.  

The aim of this project is to ensure that progressive laws that have been 
passed, are indeed being implemented and enforced, so that the process is 
carried to the end. 

This year we have compiled a checklist and report to enable evaluation and 
proper follow up to ensure that the new law that we just passed in Knesset, to 
raise the legal age of marriage to 18 years is adhered to and enforced in all 
sectors in Israel. 

Having successfully passed this law, we are now ready to publish it and pre-
sent to Knesset to ensure our social change is out into real action. 

“We are not content in making social change 
„on paper‟, but want  to see action  in practice 
and will work our hardest to ensure that this 

happens.” 
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Legal & Social Change 

The Legal Aid Student Training Program 

This year 22 students completed the training program in which our aim is to mold 

the lawyers of tomorrow into committed fighters in the battle for 
women's and children‘s rights. 

The program is part of an obligatory third-year course that students work in a legal 
clinic. Students apply for the program and are selected based on their academic ex-
cellence and commitment to women's rights.  

A great deal of thought and planning are invested in the students' studies and practi-
cal training, in which we emphasize both theoretical and practical solutions in all 
areas of family Law. 

Training includes bi-weekly group meetings 
and lessons in which the Program's cases are 
analyzed and Halachic and legal solutions 
raised and discussed as well as other dilem-
mas faced as lawyers.  

The meetings with the students in the past 
year were led by Professor Ruth Halperin-
Kaddari, Adv. Yossi Mendelssohn, and our 
Center‘s lawyers. We also brought in specialist lecturers including judges, social 
workers and lawyers who specialize in areas taught on our program. Training also 
included individual meetings with students where all factors involved in choosing 
appropriate legal procedures in each case  were discussed. Students also participated 
in client meetings and in Courts hearings, writing pleas and were active participants 
in drafting new bills for legislation and writing lawsuits.  

Students in the training program also participated in educational tours: a 
tour of the Knesset, a visit to the Ramat Gan Family Law Court, a tour of the Rabbin-
ical Court, and a tour of a Battered Women's Shelter. The Knesset tour is especially 

significant so the students could see firsthand the process of bill 
submission and legislation which is so vital for making long term so-
cial change.  

The training not only builds the student‘s skills and experience, but also em-
powers them as individuals – as a group lawyers with strong ideals and the con-

fidence and tools to make positive change, helping their community and 
supporting women and children. 

“we emphasize both 
theoretical and 
practical solutions 
to all areas in family 
law” 
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 The Moot Court 

Student Training Program 

Each year the Moot Court is one of the highlights of the Student Training Program. 
The Moot Court simulates a real hearing in court.  

The students prepare for both sides of the case and present 
with a claimant and the respondent  to a packedCourt (see 
photos below) composed of three judges—this time all from 
Tel Aviv, who expressed their views and gave detailed 
judgment. 

‘The Dark Side of the family:  

Should violence be ground for divorce? ’ 

This year‘s topic focused on grounds for divorce, including 

whether verbal violence is grounds for divorce. The case 

was judged by three Rabbinical Judges,  Rav Shtassman, 

Rav Eliyahu Heishrik and Rav Meir Freeman. (see below). 

This is a complex topic which has not yet been fully ad-

dressed in Jewish Law. The legal question also dealt with 

whether verbal violence can be used to force a man to 

give the Get to his wife. The ruling in our Moot Court 

was that verbal violence can be used to force a husband 

to give the divorce.  This is an important ruling because 

according to Jewish Law, without grounds 

for divorce a man cannot be forced to give 

the divorce.  

As in recent years, we will soon publish the 

pleadings and judgments of this Moot Court. 
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The Defense for the respondent 
(the husband) 

 

The students and teachers after the Moot Court 

Adv Shay Zilberberg, 

The Dayanim,  Adv 

Yossi Mendelsohn, 

Prof Ruth Halperin-

Kaddari, Adv  Varedit 

Rosenblum, Adv 

Adina Silis-Grussy, 

Adv Adi Raz and Adv 

Osnat Karplus. 

The Prosecution for the claimant 

(the wife) 
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Moot Court Proceedings Publication 

After such a positive response from the  Moot Court we run annually as 

part of the Student Training Program, we published a selection of previ-

ous year’s Moot Court Proceedings as a useful resource for Judges, Rab-

binical Judges, lawyers, professionals in the field and law students.  
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Why do students choose The Rackman Center? 

Sarah just completed her Clinic training with us and was full of praise about the course and its im-

portance in work in this field and wanted to share her experience... 

”I chose to study law in large part because of the 

importance I attribute to the problem of domestic vio-

lence in general and in particular to Mesoravot  Get 

(women who are refused their divorce). Because the 

issue has always been important to me, it was easy for 

me to decide to sign up for  joining the Rackman Center 

legal aid clinic  for women in family  law training pro-

gram. 

Looking back after an intense,  challenging, interesting 

and enriching year at the clinic, I can say  without a doubt, that I made the right choice taking this 

course. During the course of the year we heard lectures on various topics related to family law in 

Israel such as domestic violence, the delicate relationship between law and Jewish law , prenuptial 

agreements , divorce refusal , and more. We heard a lot of personal stories , we toured the shelter , 

sat in court hearings and Rabbinical Family Courts, and held a mock trial  .  

I was particularly impressed by the clinic's willingness to provide us with a range of opinions, ar-

guments and view points to give us real perspectives on family law issues , as well as  numerous 

ways to solve the problems  .  

While I learnt so much from the lessons  and lectures, I think I gained even more from the actual 

work done with the clinic lawyers. We assisted in actually writing the pleadings and accompanied 

them for discussions and conversations with clients. Besides the fact that I learned to write plead-

ings and gain real understanding of case management , I was exposed to the direct issue of social 

law . As  the year went on I was more and more impressed by the dedication , perseverance and 

professionalism of all the staff at the clinic : absolute devotion  to their clients best interest,  faith-

ful representation for the welfare of the children and empowerment of women coming to the clin-

ic . The lawyers successfully represented the interest of its clients without compromising on their 

values , while simultaneously promoting a just society and striving for better  .  

There is no doubt that my experience at the clinic taught me things I could never  learn in a regular 

class lesson , and hopefully I'll take what I've learned with me in the future as a lawyer  .  

For all this , and much much more, thank you  so much!‖ 
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PROJECTS  

 

This year once again, the clinic ran a sup-

port group for women who have divorced 

or are in the process of divorce.  Group 

meetings were organized in conjunction 

with The School of Social Work at Bar 

Ilan University, including qualified social 

workers.  

The project provides  emotional and so-

cial support for women undergoing a di-

vorce transition above and beyond the 

advice and support given by our clinic 

lawyers. This is because we strongly be-

lieve that the two components - legal ad-

vice and emotional support - comple-

ment each  other and should run in paral-

lel to help women as much as we can.  

The project group met once a week for an 

hour and a half. Group sessions ended a 

few months ago and were highly success-

ful, both from feedback from the women 

involved and the staff who participated. 

As a result we very much hope to repeat 

this valuable service again next year. 

SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN 

 

 

Project ‘All-Rights’  

This is the second year of our involvement with this 

project.  ‗All Rights‘ includes  a collaboration of many or-

ganizations across the country to contribute to a thoroughly informative 

website like Wikipedia that explains all Human Rights in Israel. Our Legal 

Aid Clinic works on the section for Women‘s Rights in Family Law which is 

an exciting and important project that is being written by students at the 

clinic under our lawyers‘ supervision.   www.kolzchut.org.il            
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With Thanks to the Supporters of the Legal Aid Clinic 

 

 

 

The Clinic's activities were made possible this year thanks to  

the generous support of:      

The Joseph Alexander Foundation 

The Liling Family 

The David Berg Foundation 

The Greater Miami Jewish Federation 

The Kochav Endowment 

The Hadassah Foundation 

The Rose & Louis Klosk Fund 

The Council for Higher Education 

Nitzanei Atid 

Private Donors 
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“These publications are a lifeline for 

anyone involved with issues regard-
ing Jewish Law in Israel Your hard work is greatly  

appreciated.” A quote from a letter received from a law-

yer who regularly receives Hadin Ve-Hadyan 
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The 33rd issue of HaDin VeHaDayan:   
Civil marriage, custody, grounds for divorce, damages claims. 
 
 

Ha Din VeHadayan 

The Law and its Decisor 

Issue number 31 of  HaDin VeHadayan 

Alimony, custody, Mamzerim, Ketubah and property. 

The 32nd issue of Hadin Ve'Hadayan 

Agreements and the Ketubah. 

 

Together with The Yad L'Isha Legal Aid Center, we publish the  

"HaDin VeHadayan" - the Law and it's Decisor, made possible 

through the generous support of Mr and Mrs Romie Tager, QC, 

London, England. 

 

The first issue was published in February 2003, and contains sum-
maries of cases and rabbinical court decisions in family mat-
ters. We are thrilled to be commemorating the publication’s 
10th birthday and a new look to  celebrate the occasion. 
This publication consistently and regularly offers crucial accessibility 
to holdings of the rabbinical courts. The importance of this project is 
twofold. From a professional, legal perspective, these cases are now be-
ing made available to all lawyers and judges involved in family law. 
One lawyer even wrote how one of the cases in one of our issues was 
used as evidence in the court. In addition, the publication of rabbinical 
court decisions and deliberations will contribute to an increased public 
awareness of both the problems and potential solutions, while serving 
as an internal review mechanism. 
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The Tenth Annual Conference of  

Women, Family and Law in Israel 

The tenth ‗Annual conference on women, family and law in Israel‘ was once again a 

success, addressing over 450 

people altogether. 

 

Picture above left—the clinic students wel-

come the conference visitors. 

Right—Chairperson Prof Ruth Halperin-

Kaddari (right) with Executive Director, 

Adv Atara Kenigsberg  

 

This year‘s conference  on 15th January dealt with the topic of tort claims and a new 

vision for the family courts. Highly acclaimed speakers included, Judge Shifra Glick, 

Judge Assaf Zagury, Judge Tamar Snonit Forer, Dr. Benjamin Shmueli, and attor-

ney Robert Licht - Pattern. 

Attendees included professionals in the field. Our 

conference is now well known to be the conference 

to attend for any serious legal professional in the 

field. 

 

Below, Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, 

introduces the event. 
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The Rackman Center team at The tenth Annual conference (from left), Adv Osnat Kaplus, 

Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, Adv Atara Kenigsberg, Adv Adi Blutner and Adv Adi Raz. 

Adv Adi Blutner gave a special lecture at 

Beer Sheva‘s Ben Gurion University 

about marriage/divorce and the child‘s 

best interest.  

February 2013 

Right: Adv Atara Kenigsberg and Clinic stu-

dents at The Rackman Center stall during the  

orientation at  

Bar Ilan University 
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The Annual Halachic Conference  

In memory of Rabbi Rackman Z’L 

 

 

This year on 12th June we held our second successful conference 

 in memory of Rabbi Rackman.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

2nd Annual Halachic Conference:  

On the Concept of Acquisition in Halachic Marriages 

As we struggle to unfold the discriminatory nature of halachic mar-
riage and to identify its roots, we decided to examine in depth the 
concept of acquisition in halachic marriages, understand its mean-
ing and implications, and most importantly – suggest possible solu-
tions, including the creation of halachically valid marriages without 
this component. 
The conference participants' included academics, rabbis and di-
vorce professionals, and it attracted lot of public and media inter-
est. 

Pictured above, from left to right: Prof. Zvi Zohar, Rabbinical pleader Riv-

ka Luvitch, Rabbi David Bigman, Rabbinical pleader Rachel Levmor, 

Prof. Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 
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Up to three months, 
30%

From three months and 
up to half a year, 24%

More than half a year 
and up to two years, 

26%

More than two years 
and up to five years, 

13%

More than five years, 
6%

The Rackman Center conducted this special study for the occasion of 
The Agunah Summit. Sponsored by The Tikvah Foundation  and  

The Blaustein Institute. 
 

This study examined experiences of divorce proceedings among Jewish women in 
Israel, aiming to uncover the extent of get-abuse by men, as particularly reflected in 
the husband‘s power to extort concessions under the threat of refusing to give the 
get. 

 
Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari analyzed the findings and presented them at the Agun-
ah Summit in USA in May 2013. Some of the findings are summarized here: 
 
 Every third woman reported being subject to threats of get refusal. [Among 

religious and ultra-Orthodox, it is every second woman!] 
 Every fourth woman in divorce is very concerned that her husband  will refuse 

to give her the get unless she makes concessions. 

 Every fifth woman reported that of all stressful factors affecting the divorce 
process, the single one they feared the most was get extortion [Among reli-
gious and ultra-Orthodox, it is every fourth woman!] 

 Almost a third of the divorces end in settlements that deviate from the law to 
the disadvantage of women. 

 The longer the divorce process, the higher the rate of concessional settlements: 
in 40% of the cases of prolonged divorces the final divorce settlements indeed 
reflected deviation from the law in favor of the men 

 And in case anyone doubted the connection between threats and submission: 
70% of the women whose divorce settlements were to their disadvantage, were 
indeed subject to threats of get refusals 

 Finally, as the level of education decreases, and the level of religiosity increas-
es, the rate of  deviation from the law to the detriment of the women increases: 
every second religious and ultra-Orthodox woman has made concessions. 

 
 

What was the length of the divorce 

process from the day in which the 

divorce case was opened and until 

receiving the divorce? 
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Professor Ruth Halpein-Kaddari at the 

54th session of the UN and below  (behind 

the secretary sign) with all CEDAW mem-

bers at the UN.2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adv Atara Kenigsberg hosting  the Dean of   

Beijing Law Faculty at The Rackman Cen-

Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari and 

Adv Atara Kenigsberg were invited 

to attend Obama‘s speech in 

March  2013(below)  
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International Relations 

 

Professor Halperin-Kaddari continued her tremendous work as member of the 
CEDAW committee in the UN.  She at-
tended the UN three times this year and is 
working hard to add issues to the convention 
particularly on the eco-
nomical rights of wom-
en (see right and below) 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 

with French Ambassador to 

the UN and CEDAW's Chair 

Ms Nicole Ameline 

Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari 

speaking at the CEDAW 

meeting in     Turkey (left) 

and below  

Adv Atara Kenigsberg and Prof Ruth Halperin

-Kaddari host Judge Dawn Freedman from the 

UK 

Adv Adi Blutner and Adv Atara Kenigsberg with 

the Slovanian ambassador, on a visit to The 

Rackman Center with Ruth Cohen (right) , pro-

ject manager for academic visits to Bar Ilan 
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Conclusion & The Future 

The Ruth and Emanuel Rackman Center for the Advancement of the Status of Wom-

en in Israel continues to play a crucial role in activities, research and measures to 

promote the status of women in Israel. 

Thanks to your on-going kind generosity, the Center works towards the goals for 

which it was established, fulfilling the vision of Rabbi Rackman z‘l in promoting 

women‘s equality and rights. 

In doing so, The Rackman Center is also achieving the goals for which you so gener-

ously founded and supported us. 

We continue to face hurdles in our work but we are progressing so well and our rep-

utation and professionalism is bringing with it more influence and successes, both at 

home and internationally.  

We are making legal & social change for Women and children  

in Family Law and we are  striving towards  

equality for Women in Israel  

 

We look forward to updating you throughout 2014,  

for what is sure to be another highly productive year. 

Thank you so much for your continued support 

From all the staff at The Rackman Center 
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Staff Leadership  

Professor Ruth Halperin

- Kaddari-Chairperson of 

the Rackman Center, Ruth is 

a senior lecturer at Bar-Ilan 

University's Law School in 

Feminist Jurisprudence and 

Bioethics, and a member of 

the UN Convention on the 

Elimination of Discrimina-

tion Against Women 

(CEDAW). A graduate of 

Yale Law School under a Fulbright Scholarship, 

Professor Kaddari is co-founder of Kolech - the 

Religious Women's Forum and the Israeli Associ-

ation for Gender and Feminist Studies, and serves 

on the board and on the legal advisory commit-

tees of a wide range of women's organizations in 

Israel. She was awarded the U.S. State Depart-

ment's International Woman of Courage Award 

and is a former Vice-President of UN CEDAW 

Committee and remains an active member this 

year. She was selected as Woman of the year 2011 

by the esteemed legal publication, ‗HaPraklitim‘. 

Adv. Atara Kenigsberg-

Executive Director of the 

Rackman Center,  Atara is a 

Ford Fellow, having re-

ceived a Ford Fellowship 

with the 92nd St. Y. She re-

ceived both her LLB and 

LLM in Law from Bar-Ilan 

University,  and worked in 

various prestigious law 

firms in Israel. She also su-

pervised the preparation of 

the official report of the State of Israel to the 

United Nations Convention on the Elimination of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). 

Adv. Adi Raz-Head of the 

Legal Aid Clinic, Adi  

earned her L.L.B. in The 

College of Management, 

and did her legal internship 

in one of Israel's most 

prominent family law offic-

es. For four intensive years 

she worked in a family law 

office, and became highly specialized and profes-

sional, both through her daily work and the many 

cases she represented, and through the many pro-

fessional training programs in which she partici-

pated. She recently gained an LLM in Law and 

Mediation at Bar Ilan University. 

Adv. Osnat Karplus-

Head of the Legal Aid Clin-

ic and responsible for the 

legal aid clinic hotline, Os-

nat earned her LLB from 

Netanya Academic College. 

Osnat began her career in 

criminal law and then 

spent 5 years working in 

personal status and family 

law before joining us.  

Adv. Adi Blutner - Head 

of Legislation and Public 

Policy .BA (LLB) in Law 

specializing in Women and 

Gender Studies, Tel Aviv 

University. As part of her 

work today,  she regularly 

participates in various 

Knesset committees, such 

as the Constitution, Law 

and Justice Committee on 

the Status of Women and the Committee on chil-

dren's rights, and submits recommendations on 

bills  and laws in family law.  

Adv Shay Zilberberg-

lawyer in the Legal Aid Clin-

ic. Shay earned his LLB from 

Bar-Ilan University. Shay did 

his internship in the Legal 

aid Clinic and has stayed on 

as a certified lawyer.  

 

Adv Adina Silis-Grussy was 

Head of the Legal Aid Clinic  

covering     maternity leave. 

Adina  received her LLB from 

Haifa University. She was a 

self-employed family lawyer 

before joining us and prior to 

that worked in Family Law 

for seven years. 
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With thanks to our Founders,  

Supporters and Friends 

 

Founders:   

S. Daniel & Ewa Abraham    

Don & Jane Stern Lebell 

Joseph Alexander Foundation              

Evelyn Gruss Lipper 

Stephen Schwartz                         

Bernard & Estelle Marcus 

Brookdale Foundation Group           

Dennis Mehiel             

Aharon & Rachel Dahan                     

Mordecai & Monique Katz   

Jack & Gitta Nagel    

John & Marianne Slade  

Charles Dimston                             

Gershon & Carol Kekst             

Joyce Saffir     

Abraham Spiegel 

Jesselson Family                         

Rose & Louis Klosk Fund                           

Irving & Helen Schneider   

Sigmund & Rose Strochlitz 

Jerome & Ellen Stern    

Sisel Klurman  

                             

 

 

 

 

We are grateful to the following in-

dividuals and organizations for 

their support this year of the Ruth 

and Emanuel Rackman Center for 

the Advancement of the Status of 

Women: 

 

The Joseph Alexander Foundation 

The Liling Family 

The David Berg Foundation 

The Greater Miami Jewish Federation  

The Kochav Endowment 

The Hadassah Foundation 

Romie & Esther Tager QC 

The Rose &Louis Klosk Fund 

The Council for Higher Education 

Nitzanei Atid 

PrivateDonors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ruth and Emanuel Rackman Center for the Advancement of the Sta-

tus of Women is deeply grateful to its friends, supporters, and founders, 

who have played an instrumental role in making this prestigious enter-

prise what it is today. Through your encouragement and assistance we 

have been able to advance a wide range of vital activities and projects, to 

reach out to women in need and to make social change to improve the 

status of women in family law in Israel . 
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A selection of Media Articles 

Followed by some of our promotional  

material from the past year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exclusive in Haaretz about Prof Ruth Halperin-Kaddari —P40-44 

Race to Jurisdiction—P45 

Petition for inclusion of women in Chief Rabbis selection committee—P46 

Bill to include women on Rabbinical Judges selection committee—P47 

Charedi Women want more equality—P48 

On appointing the Chief Rabbis—P49-50 

Race to jurisdiction—P51-52 

Shai Cohen escapes the rabbinical court—P53 

Regarding candidates for the Chief Rabbi—P54 

The Agunah Summit—P55-58 

Raising the legal age of marriage—59-61 

 

Promotional Material: 

 

Halachic Conference Invitation  - P62 

Annual Conference—P63-64 

Moot Court—P65 
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Home  

News  

National  

Israeli women's groups petition AG 
for say in picking chief rabbis 
The assembly for the selection of the chief rabbis 
consists of 150 people, the overwhelming majori-
ty of them men. 
By Yair Ettinger | Jan. 2, 2013 | 12:35 PM | 2  

Although the date for the selection of Israel's next two chief rabbis has not yet been set, the race is 
heating up every day. 
Meanwhile, women’s rights organizations are making themselves heard, trying to ensure that wom-
en are represented in the selection assembly, as well. 
The Rackman Center for the Advancement of Women’s Status at the Bar-Ilan Uni-
versity faculty of law has petitioned Attorney General Yehuda Weinstein on be-
half of a number of women’s organizations regarding the composition of the as-
sembly that chooses Israel's chief rabbis. 
The group has urged the attorney general “to make certain the bodies upon 
whom this is incumbent are indeed aware of their legal, social and moral obliga-
tion to appoint women to the selection assembly.” 
The assembly comprises 150 members, most of them men. Serving in the assembly are scores of 
rabbis and dayyanim (rabbinical court judges serving in official positions), who are joined by cabinet 
ministers and Knesset members, mayors, regional council heads, religious council heads and repre-
sentatives personally appointed by the minister of religious affairs. 
The women's rights organizations – The Center for Women’s Justice, WIZO, Na’amat, the Ohr Torah 
Stone Yad L’Isha Legal Aid Center and Hotline, Emunah and the Rackman Center – say the 
current makeup of the selection assembly includes only two women (out of 150 
members): Netanya Mayor Miriam Feirberg-Ikar and Herzliya Mayor Yael German. 
It should be noted that the coming selection assembly has not yet been formed and that more 
women will quite possibly be included in it: for example as representatives of the Knesset or as min-
ister of religious affairs. 
Women’s representation in the selection assembly for rabbis is also expected to increase in the reli-
gious Zionist (national religious) sector. In the context of an initiative to establish a body of national 
religious rabbis that will select one agreed upon candidate, the Tzohar rabbinical organization 
(which is supporting the candidacy of Rabbi David Stav) has already made it clear that it intends to 
demand that the internal forum for selecting the candidate will consist not only of rabbis, but also of 
representatives of the public - including women. 
The Rackman Center's letter to the attorney general, written by Prof. Ruth 
Halperin-Kaddari and attorney Adi Blutner, states: “In order to balance as much 
as possible the extensive ensured representation of men as stipulated in the law 
(as well as determined by the fact that most of the elected officials whose ap-
pointment is by dint of their official capacity are in fact men), it is necessary to 
appoint the maximal possible number of women to the selection assembly. Pre-
cisely because [the Chief Rabbinate] is a religious body, which keeps women out 
of the decision-making centers and public positions, there is great importance in 
ensuring their representation in the assembly for choosing the heads of that 
body.” 
Attorney General Weinstein has delegated the appeal to deal with the matter to Deputy Attorney 
General Orit Koren. 

 

http://www.haaretz.com/
http://www.haaretz.com/news
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national
http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/yair-ettinger-1.626
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Bills to let women choose rabbinical judges passes hurdle  
By LAHAV HARKOV  
05/01/2013 17:46  

"It's incomprehensible that women not 
only cannot be religious judges, but 
cannot influence who the judges are," 
Livni says as bills pass preliminary 
readings.  

Bayit Yehudi's SHULI MUALLEM Photo: Bayit Yehudi  
The committee that appoints judges to rabbinical courts is on its way to counting women 
among its members, as two bills on the topic passed preliminary readings in the Knesset on 
Wednesday. 
The bills – one proposed by MKs Shuli Muallem (Bayit Yehudi) and Aliza Lavie (Yesh Atid) 
and another by MK Zehava Gal-On (Meretz) – would require the committee to have female 
members. 
“It’s incomprehensible that women not only cannot be religious judges but cannot influence 
who the judges are,” Justice Minister Tzipi Livni said, presenting the government’s position in 
favor of the bills. 
Haredi MKs spoke out against the bill, saying they see the legislation as discriminatory. 
“This bill says something that, if it were said about the (secular) courts would cause outrage 
– that there is not true justice in the rabbinical courts,” MK Ya’acov Margi (Shas), a former 
religious services minister, said. 
“Hypocrites, I’m sick of you!” MK Moshe Gafni (United Torah Judaism) shouted. 
“Maybe there should be more female ministers, deputy ministers and Knesset committee 
chairwomen. Why are you lecturing haredim?” Currently, the committee that appoints reli-
gious judges has 10 members: the two chief rabbis, two judges from the High Rabbinical 
Court, the justice minister and another minister, two MKs and two representatives of the Bar 
Association. 
Muallem and Lavie’s bill would require that at least one person in every category except rab-
bis and judges be a woman, and would add an 11th committee member – a female rabbini-
cal pleader, who represents the interests of women in rabbinical court hearings. It passed the 
preliminary reading with 63 MKs in favor and 15 opposed. 
Gal-On’s bill would require at least two women – an MK and a Bar Association representative 
– to be on the committee, and was approved in a preliminary reading with 60 in favor and 15 
opposed. 

Prof. Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, chairwoman of the Rackman Center for the 
Advancement of the Status of Women, welcomed the progress on the leg-
islation. 
Halperin-Kaddari and the Rackman Center are active in fighting for the 
rights of agunot, or “chained women,” whose husbands will not give them 
a get, or a halachic bill of divorce. 
“Rabbinical courts are part of the legal system in Israel, and half the pub-
lic who appears before them are women. Despite this, the previous com-
mittee to appoint rabbinical judges did not include even one woman,” 
Halperin-Kaddari said. 
Halperin-Kaddari called the current situation “formal discrimination” of 

http://www.jpost.com/Authors/AuthorPage.aspx?id=80
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Prof. Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, Chairperson of the Rackman 

Center for the Advancement of the Status of Women in the 

Faculty of Law, is quoted in the London Jewish Chronicle 

about a group of Haredi women which has declared a 

rebellion against the male-only candidate lists in the 

upcoming Israeli elections. 

charedi-elections-news/97420/israeli-http://www.thejc.com/news/israel-הקישור:  

vote-refuse-women 

Israeli elections: charedi women refuse to vote 

By Nathan Jeffay, January 10, 2013 
Follow The JC on Twitter 
A group of Charedi women has started a rebellion, declaring that they will not sup-
port their usual parties in the January 22 election because of their male-only candi-
date lists. 
Israel’s two main Charedi parties, the Ashkenazi-run United Torah Judaism and the 
Sephardi-run Shas, both have a strict policy of not fielding women, claiming that do-
ing so would flout religious teachings. 
Esti Shushan, a 35-year-old mother-of-four from Petach Tikva, has set up a Face-
book group called “Not Elected, Not Voting”, appealing to Charedi women to boycott 
any male-only party.  
The parties are “trying to preserve a social order in which a woman has no voice, in 
which she is paralysed and excluded from the important crossroads in her life, in the 
nation’s life,” the group charges. It has 1,300 “likes”. 
“If my friends and I aren’t good enough to represent the parties then we aren’t going 
to vote,” said Mrs Shushan, who works in advertising and voted Shas in the last 
election. 
She suggested that the parties’ refusal to field women is particularly raw given that 
the wife is usually the breadwinner in Charedi families.  
Dov Halbertal, a prominent Charedi rabbi, claimed to an Israeli website that a wom-
an serving in Knesset is the “embodiment of immodesty”. However, Ms Shushan 
said: “We found that there is no prohibition against a woman being a community rep-
resentative.”  
She dismissed the oft-cited religious prohibition against women serving in positions 
of “royalty” with the point that politics is different to royalty. 

Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, Chairperson of the Rackman Centre for the 
Advancement of the Status of Women at Bar Ilan University, de-
scribed the campaign as “new and significant”.  
She said: “It is in line with changes that are taking place in the 
Charedi community, with women not just working but doing so in 
professions they haven’t traditionally been in, in which they are so-
cialised and exposed to Israeli culture.”  
The boycott comes as the Central Election Committee is deliberating on a petition by 
several activist groups claiming that the Charedi parties break equality laws by ex-
cluding women. 
For the first time this year there is a Charedi-led party with female candidates: Am 
Shalem, led by the Charedi Rabbi Haim Amsalem.  

 

http://www.thejc.com/news/israel-news/97420/israeli-elections-charedi-women-refuse-vote
http://www.thejc.com/news/israel-news/97420/israeli-elections-charedi-women-refuse-vote
http://www.twitter.com/jewishchron
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 And now, appointing the chief rabbis...  
By RACHEL LEVMORE  
04/01/2013 23:35  
 

"MKs have had to work quickly to change the current lack of 
'proper representation' of women in a state body."  

 
Jerusalem Chief Rabbinate Photo: Marc Israel Sel-
lem  
The members of the 19th Knesset seem to have 
made a conscious decision not only to instill “new 
politics,” as they put it, in Israel – but “new rabbinics” 
as well. 
 
First, in early March, MK Aliza Lavie (Yesh Atid) and 
MK Shuli Muallem (Bayit Yehudi) proposed a bill 
which would ensure that four out of 11 members of 
the State Committee for the Appointment of Rabbini-
cal Judges will be women. This would ensure that 
although women do not serve as rabbinical judges, they would have influence in determining 
who those judges would be. 
 
Following that proposed legislation, no less than six MKs – led by MK Elazar Stern (Hatnua) and 
joined by MK Rabbi Shai Piron (Yesh Atid), MK Isaac Herzog (Labor), MK David Tsur (Hatnua), 
MK Uri Orbach (Bayit Yehudi) and MK Aliza Lavie (Yesh Atid) – initiated another bill meant to 
have a formative effect on the rabbinate. This time, the focus is on the Chief Rabbinate. 
 
Technically speaking, there are two chief rabbis of the State of Israel – one Ashkenazi and one 
Sephardi. The Chief Rabbinate holds authority over diverse religious services administered by 
the state: kashrut, circumcisions, officiating at marriages, rabbinic ordination, qualification of rab-
binic judges and city rabbis, marriage registrars, directives to local rabbis, authority over holy 
sites, etc. A crucial, powerful position held, sequentially, by the chief rabbis is that of president of 
the High Rabbinical Court – the same state rabbinical court which holds sole jurisdiction over 
marriage and divorce of Jewish citizens or residents in Israel. 
 
While one serves in that position, the other serves as head of the Council of the Chief Rabbin-
ate. All these functions ultimately affect all the Jewish citizens of Israel. Moreover, beyond the 
listing of official responsibilities lies the influence through religious leadership that the two chief 
rabbis carry, over the Israeli public and by extension, over the Jewish world at large. 
 
Although the constituency of the chief rabbis is divided evenly between both men and women, 
intrinsically the composition of the rabbinate is solely male. However, there is no such inherent 
need in the appointment process of the chief rabbis. It is in the body which determines the chief 
rabbis that 100 percent of the population should be able to impact. 
 
Based on the Chief Rabbinate Law, 1980, the two chief rabbis are to be elected every 10 years 
by an assembly of 150 delegates, 80 of whom, comprising over 50%, are male rabbis (including 
members of the Council of the Chief Rabbinate). The remaining 70 delegates are made up of 
representatives of the public (including: mayors, religious council heads and members, heads 
and members of regional councils and the like). Of those, the prime minister and the Knesset are 
to appoint 17 of the delegates before the assembly convenes (two ministers, five MKs and 10 
additional representatives of the public). 
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To date, not counting those 17 delegates which have not yet been determined, there is one sole 
woman member of this assembly – Mayor Miriam Feinberg of Netanya. Even if the prime minister 
and the Knesset were to appoint 17 women, which is unlikely, the principle of gender equality in 
state bodies would still be far out of reach. 
 
As elections for the post of the two chief rabbis are to be held this June, MKs have had to work 
quickly to change the current lack of “proper representation” of women in a state body. Fortunately 

for them, there have been women’s organizations who have paved the way. Last June, the 
Rackman Center for the Advancement of Women in Bar-Ilan University led a 
total of five women’s organizations in drawing attention to this inequity 
through a letter to Attorney- General Yehuda Weinstein. Basing themselves on 
the Women’s Equal Rights Law of 1951, the Center clarified the lack of adher-
ence to the law in the establishment of the assembly for the election of the 
chief rabbis. 
 
Pointing out the inherent imbalance due to the reserving of delegates’ posi-
tions for males, as all rabbis and most mayors are male, the legal experts ad-
vised that all appointees by governmental bodies should be women. 
 
The MKs’ proposal went further as it attempts to fulfill the goal of gender proportionality to a cer-
tain measure of success. Through a multiplicity of clauses, the clarification of ambiguous points in 
the original law and mathematical functions the bill minimizes (but does not totally eliminate) the 
significant majority granted by the original law to the bloc of rabbis. The process of electing the 
two rabbis has been more democratized, albeit maintaining the innate limitations due to the struc-
ture of the Israeli rabbinate itself. 
 
The number of delegates to the assembly has been increased to 200 (from the original 150), with 
105 rabbis and 95 public envoys – adding female representatives of women’s organizations and 
female rabbinical court advocates or lawyers. Among the public representatives 32 to 35 dele-
gates must be women according to the proposed amendment. In fact, aside from the specific in-
structions to the individual public bodies to ensure gender equality among their delegates, clause 
9 of the bill stipulates that “all the appointing and advisory bodies are required to bring about a 
minimum of 25% representation for each of the two genders in the elective assembly.” (Clearly the 
phrase “each of the two genders” is a politically correct euphemism as men are guaranteed a 
52.5% majority due to the 105 rabbis who are delegates.) In addition, the qualifications for the job 
of chief rabbi were sharpened in the proposed bill.Keeping in mind that the man who serves in this 
crucial post is not only to be a religious leader well versed in academic study of Torah but actually 
is there to serve the public in complex situations, the new law requires that a candidate has to 
have at least five years experience serving as a rabbinical court judge plus qualification as a chief 
rabbi of a municipality or vice versa. (This would eliminate some of the present contenders for the 
position.) The appointment of the Israeli chief rabbis affords a once-in-a-decade opportunity to 
create a global community of Jews, inclusive of all Jews: more observant and less so; women and 
men; progressively inclined or conservative; multi-generational; searching for self-identity or totally 
committed; Israeli and Diaspora Jewry; Hebrew speakers or not. In short – chief rabbis are need-
ed who can represent and connect to the entirety of the community in all its typically Jewish com-
plexity. The very least the public can expect is to choose them in a democratic fashion. 
 
This proposed legislation is a significant step toward realizing that goal. 
 
The writer is a rabbinical court advocate; coordinator of the Agunah and Get- Refusal Prevention 
Project of the Council of Young Israel Rabbis in Israel and the Jewish Agency; one of the authors 
of the prenuptial “Agreement for Mutual Respect”; and a member of ICAR.  
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Israeli divorce refusenik breaks out 
of Jerusalem Rabbinical Court 
Police helicopters searching for man who had 
been behind bars for six years for refusing to 
grant his wife a religious divorce. 
By Yair Ettinger | Mar. 6, 2013 | 8:58  

Police helicopter Photo by Gil Eliahu  
this story is by Yair Ettinger  
A rabbinical court in Jerusalem. Photo by Tess Scheflan  
Large police forces accompanied by a helicopter mounted a 
search for a prisoner who had broken out from the Rabbinical Court of 
Appeals in Jerusalem at midday on Wednesday.  
The prisoner, a man who for years has refused to divorce his wife, was 
behind bars for almost six years. After the court hearing on Wednesday he asked to go to the bath-
room, located on the courthouse's second floor, from where he jumped into the courtyard and fled .  
Shai Cohen, 40, of Holon, lived with his wife for two years before they broke up some 12 years ago, 
after having two children. Since then he has refused to divorce her .  
Five and a half years ago the Rabbinical Court sentenced him to prison. Until recently he obstinately 
refused to divorce his wife. But in the past weeks he apparently had a change of heart and the Rab-
binical Court of Appeals has held several weekly hearings with the couple's attorneys with the inten-
tion of expediting a divorce settlement .  

Cohen had been brought to the hearings from Ela Prison in the 
south, escorted by prison guards .  
Osnat Karplus of Bar-Ilan University's Law Faculty 
Legal Clinics, the wife's attorney, told Haaretz that 
a breakthrough had occurred in Wednesday's hear-
ing, when Cohen announced he was ready to reach 
understandings with his wife and divorce her, on 
condition his children visited him in jail a few times .  
The hearing ended on an upbeat note with the attorneys set to 
draft an agreement leading to the divorce .  
Then the prisoner asked to go to the men's room. When he did 

not return for some time the guards went to look for him and found one of his shoes in the rest 
room. They concluded the prisoner had jumped from the second-floor window to the courtyard and 
disappeared .  
The police are looking into why the prisoner had not been handcuffed .  
Cohen's attorney, Ariel Maman, told Haaretz he had spoken to him in private after the hearing, be-
fore he entered the men's room, but detected no warning sign of what was to follow .  
"The hearing was positive, we managed to persuade him to sign a divorce agreement despite his 
prior objections," Maman said .  
"The court instructed to return the case to the Be'er Sheva Regional Court to ratify the agreement. 
But for some reason, I don't know what came over him, he changed his mind. I saw no warning sig-
nal. It was a complete surprise," he said .  
Maman, of the Justice Ministry's legal aid office in Be'er Sheva, was assigned to represent Cohen only 
hours before the hearing. He said Cohen had told him earlier,in the guards' presence, that he has 
been on a hunger strike for six days .  
"Since I've only represented him for a few hours I didn't understand why he was on a hunger strike, 
but that's what he said. Perhaps it was a cover story to get him out of handcuffs," he said .  
The Rabbinical Courts management said it takes harsh measures against recalcitrant husbands, in-
cluding prolonged prison terms. "Regrettably the current case is not over yet and we hope the police 
will do everything in their power to capture the recalcitrant husband and end the unfortunate affair," 
the court's statement said.  

http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/yair-ettinger-1.626
http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/yair-ettinger-1.626
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 Groups worried over rabbinical judges c'tee  By JEREMY SHARON  

05/28/2013  

A possible deal between UTJ and Labor 
could make Gafni opposition candidate.  

Moshe Gafni. Photo: Ariel Jerozolimski  
Women’s rights groups are concerned that the opposition 
government will support the candidacy of United Torah Ju-
daism MK Moshe Gafni for a place on the committee for ap-
pointing rabbinical judges.The Jerusalem Post understands that a possible deal is in the 
works whereby Gafni will receive the backing of the opposition, of which UTJ is a part, in 
return for unilateral support of the opposition for a prominent member of the Labor party 
seeking election to the committee for electing Supreme Court justices.  
Sources close to the Labor MK in question denied that a deal had been made, but acknowl-
edged that “the haredim are part of the opposition and there are things that they want too.” 
A spokeswoman for MK Merav Michaeli (Labor) confirmed the MK had submitted her candi-
dacy to be on the selection committee for rabbinical judges. A spokeswoman for Meretz 
said no decision had been made on an opposition candidate and a Gafni spokesman con-
firmed this, but added Gafni had served on the committee in the previous Knesset.The com-
position for the selection committee for rabbinical judges is considered critical for the ad-
vancement of women’s rights, especially in regard to divorce. There are currently 10 mem-
bers of the selection committee, including two rabbinical judges from the Supreme Rabbini-
cal Court, two members elected from the Israel Bar Association, the justice minister, a min-
ister appointed by the prime minister, the two chief rabbis and two MKs. Customarily, one 
MK is nominated by the coalition and one by the opposition. Much of the casework of the 
state rabbinical courts deals with divorce cases, in which women are generally at a disad-
vantage to men in the proceedings because of the nature of Jewish law. 
Women’s rights groups also claim that many of the rabbinical judges are deeply conserva-
tive and fail to protect women from extortion by their spouse in divorce proceedings. 
For several years, the selection committee for rabbinical judges has not functioned normal-
ly. Internal political conflicts as well as an injunction issued by the High Court of Justice due 
to the absence of any women on the 10-member panel, has prevented the committee from 
convening.Because of this there are very few seats occupied on the Supreme Rabbinical 
Court. Regional rabbinical courts require new appointments which mean that the new com-
mittee will be influential to the composition of the rabbinical courts system in the coming 
years. 

The Ruth and Emanuel Rackman Center for the Advancement of Wom-
en’s Status expressed anger on Monday when hearing that support for 
Gafni was a possibility. “It’s very important that the MKs who are elected 
will lead to the appointment of appropriate rabbinical judges, especially 
in relation to Supreme Rabbinical Court, which these elections will great-
ly influence in the coming years,” said Rackman Center Associate Direc-
tor and Attorney Atara Kenigsberg. “The state needs to take responsibil-
ity for the fate of the people who come to rabbinical courts,” said Robyn 
Shames, executive director of the International Coalition for Agunah 
Rights. She continued that the state cannot abandon the people to 
“haredi MKs for them to treat state rabbinical courts like private courts.” 
Shames said the makeup of the selection committee is important in gag-
ing what the makeup of the rabbinical court will be and how the religious 
law will be interpreted and implemented. 
“Their decisions affect the fate of many women going through divorce,” 
she added.  Gil Hoffman contributed  

http://www.jpost.com/Authors/AuthorPage.aspx?id=156
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By Jonathan Mark 
New York Jewish Week  

Agunah Summit revisits plan to create liberal religious courts 
  
July 5, 2013 | Year 37, No. 42  
 

Some agunot, observant Jewish women trapped in unwanted marriages, wait many years for a Jewish 
divorce. Meanwhile, a number of activists after having devoted decades to the cause, have begun to 
wonder whether a solution to the agunah crisis is possible. 
Rivka Haut, for one, who 30 years ago helped found Agunah Inc., admitted that when Blu Green-
berg—a magical name in Orthodox feminism since the 1960s—telephoned recently, suggesting an in-
ternational agunah summit, ―I was not so eager to come… Blu knows that. I said to her, ‗Why? We‘ve 
had so many conferences. I organized some. What will be different?‘‖ 
For a good part of the summit June 24, said Haut, ―I felt, why am I here?‖ By late afternoon, though, 
she said she had become more hopeful. There was discussion of creating a new bet din (rabbinic court), 
albeit only in the talking stage, that could start freeing agunot via Talmudic annulment prerogatives, 
dusty from lack of use, but a bet din‘s prerogative nevertheless.   
The Agunah Summit brought together leaders from the West Side and the West Bank; rabbis and re-
bels; politicians such as Israel‘s Justice Minister Tzipi Livni and Supreme Court Justice Dorit Beinisch; 
pro-bono lawyers and celebrity lawyers such as Alan Dershowitz, and New York University Law 
School‘s Joseph Weiler, one of the co-chairs of the summit and director of the NYU Tikvah Center for 
Law and Jewish Civilization, a co-sponsor of the summit along with JOFA, the Jewish Orthodox Femi-
nist Alliance. 
Although the summit, which attracted more than 100 people, was conceived as a gathering to find sys-
temic Orthodox solutions to the age-old problem of freeing women from recalcitrant husbands, some 
participants were perplexed by the prominent participation of Livni, Beinisch and Dershowitz, none of 
whom claim to be Orthodox or well-versed in the agunah field. But Dershowitz did contribute a legal 
tactic, suggesting that it be considered an ―ethical violation‖ for any lawyer to advise a client to refuse 
to give a get [Jewish divorce], upon penalty of disbarment. 
There were several calls for the agunah problem to be seen not as an Orthodox issue (the Conservative 
and Reform movements amended their divorce laws years ago) but as a ―human rights issue,‖ though 
Greenberg and Weiler didn‘t quite agree on how this would manifest itself. Greenberg preferred an in-
ternal approach, ―not to run to the United Nations but to take the human rights issue within Judaism.‖ 
For Greenberg, human rights means ―it is not just the agunah [who is affected] but … it‘s a violation of 
every single woman who is faithful to the tradition.‖ 
Weiler, however, was willing to take an external route, through The New York Times, he said, and into 
the court of public opinion, wherever that might lead. The law professor, who is also editor-in-chief of 
the European Journal of International Law, asked, ―Who is the greater mikhalel Hashem (desecrator of 
God‘s name)? The one who goes to the international community, to the national community, to The 
New York Times, and exposes this disgrace, or the one who allows this disgrace to take place?‖ 
He added, ―We cannot delegate such an important matter to ecclesiastical authorities who will then, in 
turn, delegate it to the husband who will then, in turn, bring about this violation of human rights. And 
it‘s not just the iggun [the unresolved limbo of a woman denied divorce] that is the violation. It is the 
very inequality of the bargaining position. It is the very inequality in the marriage itself,‖ an inequality 
born of the possibility of a distorted divorce, ―that constitutes the assault on dignity, and that consti-
tutes a violation of human rights.‖ 
What Weiler and Greenberg did share was a complete fidelity to halacha as the ideal and basis of a sys-
temic change that, rather than assist agunot on a case-by-case basis, would eliminate the problem alto-
gether. 
Rabbi David Bigman, rosh yeshiva of Yeshivat Ma‘ale Gilboa – HaKibbutz HaDati, in Israel‘s Galilee, 
said, ―There can be an immediate solution which is not comprehensive or a comprehensive solution 
which is not immediate.‖ However, ―what can we do tomorrow morning that would be significant, 
would be… the Rackman Court revisited.‖ 

http://www.heritagefl.com/author/jonathan_mark
http://www.heritagefl.com/issue/07_05_2013/
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He was referring to the late Rabbi Emanuel Rackman, among the leading Modern Orthodox leaders of 
his generation, and one of the founders of The Jewish Week, who in the 1990s took it upon himself to 
establish a bet din that liberally freed agunot by issuing annulments, according to Talmudic guidelines. 
If the marriage is annulled, as if it never happened, it circumvents the need for a get. But the Rackman 
court was considered a rogue bet din, its rulings not accepted even within the Modern Orthodox com-
munity, and the project died a lonely end. 
Rabbi Bigman suggested that a new ―Rackman‖ imitative, with transparent procedures published and 
examined by scholars, could start with ―the more obvious cases,‖ and thereby ―test the waters.‖ 
He predicted ―an immediate ripple effect, because the moment the husband knows that there is an op-
tion of‖ annulment, ―it will lessen his power‖ to threaten the refusal of a get, not needed if the mar-
riage is annulled. ―It won‘t be comprehensive, but it will be almost immediate.‖ 
Rabbi Asher Lopatin, the new head of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, an ―open Orthodox‖ rabbinical 
school, was on board with Rabbi Bigman. ―This needs to be a super-charged Rackman model. There 
needs to be a list of [rabbis]—and I‘ll offer my services—who will follow this bet din and say that we 
will perform marriages for former agunot,‖ released through such a court. 
If only 15 percent of the Orthodox world accepted the new bet din, as was suggested, well, that was 15 
percent more freed agunot than would have been otherwise. But one observer in attendance emailed 
after the summit, ―How many of the offspring will be rejected when they apply to yeshivot because 85 
percent believe they are [illegitimate]? … We need a halachic solution that will be accepted by signifi-
cantly more than 15 percent.‖ 
Weiler said at the summit, ―The unity of the Jewish people is tremendously important. But if we say 
that unity means that we have to get the assent of every section of the Jewish people, there will never 
be progress on anything.‖ 
Rabbi Lopatin agreed, saying this bet din won‘t be universally accepted, but ―we have to do what is 
right,‖ and gradually if the problem is being solved, ―more and more will come over to our side. ... 
When we have a fair system that works halachically then that will be the new standard.‖ 
Weiler wanted the problem of the agunah ―treated like Soviet Jewry, like the Jews of Ethiopia,‖ with 
communitywide mobilization. But what was the true extent of the problem? For all the summit‘s quest 
for academic and legal precision, there was more elasticity than precision when it came to data about 
agunot. No one said how many American agunot there were. According to a survey by The Mellman 
Group, and used by The New York Times, between 2005-10 there were 462 cases of agunot in the 
United States. 

Ruth Halperin-Kaddari of the Rackman Center for the Advancement of the Status 
of Women at Bar-Ilan University, said there were some 200 cases in Israel each 
year, based on rabbinical court statistics, but she spoke on a broader group of 
“tens of thousands” of women who may feel threatened or intimidated by the idea 
that someday they may have to make concessions in a divorce proceeding to obtain 
a get. 
She said the state has the duty “to respect, protect and fulfill human rights,” in-
cluding the responsibility to protect women from get refusal and extortions. 
Greenberg, reflecting on the day, said the summit made progress, and that ―the creation of [religious 
courts]‖ that will deal with agunot is ―an important step forward.‖ 
She said the idea was to have the summit be a halachic, academic discussion, but to include the com-
munity. ―Not only because it affects everyone in the community but because community has amazing 
power, and unfortunately the community, by and large, has been a bystander through all this.‖  
Jonathan Mark is an associate editor at The New York Jewish Week, from which this article was re-
printed by permission. 
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Half Of All Haredi Women Are Extorted In Divorce Process, Survey Finds 
One third of Israeli women – 50% of haredi Israeli women – in the process of getting divorced is subject to threats and extortion 
from her husband, a new survey found. The extortion is based on withholding a woman’s get (religious bill of divorce), which can 
only be granted by her husband. If their husband refuses to do so, his wife is forbidden to marry or to have sexual relations with 
another man, and any children born to her by another man are branded mamzerim (bastards) under halakha (Orthodox Jewish 
law). 
Half Of All Haredi Women Are Extorted In Divorce Process, Survey Finds 
Shmarya Rosenberg • FailedMessiah.com 
 
One third of Israeli women in the process of getting divorced is subject to threats and extortion from her 
husband, a new survey reported by Ynet has found. 
The extortion is based on withholding a woman‘s get (religious bill of divorce), which can only be granted 
by her husband. If their husband refuses to do so, his wife is forbidden to marry or to have sexual relations 
with another man, and any children born to her by another man are branded mamzerim (bastards) under 
halakha (Orthodox Jewish law). Israel‘s haredi-controlled state-rabbinate keeps lists of these children, and 
it controls all marriages and divorces in the state for its Jewish citizens. And that means these children, 
their children, and their grandchildren are not allowed marry ―pure‖ Jews for 10 generations. 
Husbands commonly use get-withholding to force women to make extreme financial and child custody 
sacrifices. 
As bad as the overall extortion statistics are, they are far worse in the haredi community, where 50% of 
women are extorted, the survey, which was conducted by the Geocartography Research Institute of the 
Rackman Center for the Advancement of the Status of Women at Bar-Ilan University, found. 
 
The survey reportedly has a potential sampling error of up to 5.5% and a 95% accuracy rate. 
An estimated 77,000 women were extorted during their divorce process. 
About 70% of divorced women believe the divorce agreement they signed will hurt them, and say they 
only signed it after being extorted. 
In 40% of complicated, drawn out divorce cases, the final agreement was significantly biased in favor of 
the men. 
The extortions often take place with the tacit – and even open – approval of haredi state rabbinic courts. 
 
The survey also found that the more Orthodox and less educated the divorcing couple is, the higher the 
chance is that the woman will be extorted. 
The survey‘s results were presented at the Agunah Summit held last month in New York University. It 
was attended by Jewish leaders from around the world, including Israel‘s Justice Minister Tzipi Livni and 
former Israel Supreme Court President Dorit Beinish. 
 

―[The survey shows] a blatant and serious violation of basic human rights in Israel," Professor 
Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, who heads the Rackman Center, said. She also 

pointed out that the frequency of get-withholding extortion has significantly increased over the past dec-
ade. 
Haredim did not fully control the state rabbinate until 2003. 
"The tool [used by these men who extort their wives] is the 'divorce given under duress [which is forbid-
den under halakha (Orthodox Jewish law),‘ which I see as a complete distortion of halakha. The idea be-
hind this concept is that if the husband raises certain conditions which the court sees as 'reasonable,' the 
woman must meet them, otherwise it they will see it as a problematic get from a halakhic point of view – 
a divorce granted without real [honest] intention [and therefore invalid],‖ Halperin-Kaddari said. 
 
Halperin-Kaddari cited past state rabbinical court rulings that forbade a divorcing wife from eating certain 
types of food and from wearing a certain piece of clothing as an example of the extremes these state rab-
binic courts can go to please divorcing husbands. 
"It's really the height of absurdity, and the court reneged on its decision in this case [anyway], yet it's im-
portant to see the extent this can reach, with food or personal nutrition becoming part of a [divorce] ruling 
for all intents and purposes,‖ she said. 

http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4400770,00.html
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But the most common use of extortion is to reduce child support, Halperin-Kaddari said. 
"It goes as far as a case in which the husband demanded that child support for two children be reduced 
from NIS 1,100 (about $300) to only NIS 700 ($190), in exchange for a divorce." 
"This is allegedly about religious autonomy, and so the civil court cannot interfere. The High Court can-
not really solve the situation either, and the result is that women in Israel are subject to an intolerable situ-
ation of extortion, and a basic human right of freedom and liberty is grossly violated,‖ Halperin-Kaddari 
said. 
As for prenuptial agreements, Halperin-Kaddari is conflicted. 
―I still recommend signing them, but one must know that it does not offer full protection. A husband can 
open the signed agreement today, and even demand that it be canceled as a condition for a divorce – and 
the [haredi-controlled state] rabbinical court will allow it.,‖ she noted. 
The survey expansively defines every extorted woman as an agunah (a woman who is unable to marry, 
etc., because she does not have a bill of divorce under Orthodox law and is therefore ―chained‖). 
The haredi-controlled state rabbinical courts consider a woman an agunah only if a state rabbinical court 
has ordered the husband to grant a divorce and the husband has refused to do so. Using that restrictive 
criteria, in 2012 only 80 women out of thousands of divorce cases handled by the rabbinical courts were 
agunahs. 
 
The haredi-controlled state rabbinical court system responded to the survey by vilifying it. 
―The courts use modern methods to force a husband or a wife to grant a divorce or accept a divorce in 
cases of illegal refusal. In these cases, a get is given within a month in the vast majority of cases. 
"Clear and unequivocal factual data – rather than public opinion polls – were submitted to the Knesset's 
Constitution Committee which convened about two months ago to monitor the implementation of the law 
upholding divorce rulings.… [The Rackman Center survey is based on] subjective feelings of the sample 
group's participants in regards to the rightness of the divorce's legal proceedings. Those who commis-
sioned the survey ignored the basic need to inquire about the feelings of men taking part in the [divorce] 
process, as well as the feelings of those whose [divorce] case is [also] discussed in the [secular] family 
court,‖ the state rabbinical courts rabbis reportedly said in a prepared statement. 
 
The haredi rabbis also reportedly called the survey "completely groundless…a biased poll whose conclu-
sions were pre-commissioned… a cynical attempt to create a propaganda machine against the rabbinical 
courts. It undermines basic legal principles by vilifying the judges' work and judgment,‖ the statement 
reportedly said. 
 
The haredi rabbis also attacked the Rackman Center‘s decision to publish the survey in English, wonder-
ing if it included ―an attempt to raise funds abroad to promote the agenda of those who commissioned the 
survey.‖ 
 
English, which is the international language of business and diplomacy much the way Aramaic, the pri-
mary language of the Talmud, was in the Middle East in ancient times. 
 
The survey was presented to an international Jewish audience at an American university. 
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Trying to Set New Minimum Marriage Age in Israel at 18-TheYeshivaword.com 
(Wednesday, October 30th, 2013) 

The Knesset Law Committee passed a bill to change the minimum age permitting one 
to marry from 17 to 18. The committee passed the se-
cond and final reading of the bill authored by Meretz 
leader MK Zahava Gal-On, Coalition Whip MK Yariv 
Levine and MK (Hadash) Dov Hanin. That means any-
one wishing to get married and is under 18 requires 
permission from a court. Failure to acquire permission 
from a court constitutes a criminal act that carries a 
maximum jail term of two years. 

The bill seeks to tie the court’s hand, setting a minimum age even with court permis-
sion at 16. The first reading of the law has already passed in the previous 18th Knes-
set. 

Minister of Sport (Likud) Limor Livnat is contemplating an amendment to the bill that 
would grant a beis din the right to make an exception for couples aged 16-to-18, real-
izing the problems the new law would create in the frum community. 

MK (Yahadut Hatorah) Uri Maklev requests giving authority to make an exception to 
the Chief Rabbinate Supreme Court. Maklev feels this law would have an impact in 
some communities in which children are regularly married younger than 18. He feels 
the bill is a violation of one’s basic rights. 

Arab MK Hanin Zoabi feels the choice must be given to the parents, not the children 
for the bill seeks to protect the minors, which the law feels do not have the maturity 
required for such a decision. Zoabi explains tradition does not permit the children free 
will. 

MK (Yisrael Beitenu) David Rotem, who is shomer Shabbat, feels the batei din should 
not be given any additional authority over what they have today. 

MK (Shas) Avraham Michaeli warns that this will simply “encourage pirate weddings” 
since it is clear certain population groups will not comply with this law. 

According to officials at The Ruth and Emanuel Rackman Center for the Ad-
vancement of Women’s Status at Bar Ilan University, 4,500 minors are mar-
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Bill proposes to increase minimum legal marriage age to 18 to prevent minors from getting married 
when they are not prepared. 

Increase in minimum marriage age to face final Knesset vote 

—Lahav Harkov 10/30/2013

 

 

The minimum legal marriage age will be increased to 18, according to a bill approved for its final votes by the 
Knesset Law, Constitution and Justice Committee on Wednesday. 
 
The legislation, proposed by coalition chairman Yariv Levin (Likud Beytenu), Meretz leader Zehava Gal- On and 
MK Dov Henin (Hadash), among others, raises the minimum age for marriage by one year. In some cases a 
court can authorize a marriage for someone age 16 and up, but the judge will have to hear testimony from the 
bride or groom. 
 
The purpose of the bill is to prevent minors from getting married when they are not prepared to make such a ma-
jor life decision. It is also meant to encourage more teenagers to finish high school. 
 
The legislation will have to pass second and third (final) readings in the plenum before becoming law. 
 
“The Constitution Committee made a historic decision,” Levin said. “Israel is now in line with progressive coun-
tries and we are putting an end to minors being forced to get married at a young age.” 
 
Gal-On, who proposed similar bills in the previous three Knessets, said “the main victims of these marriages are 
young women whose families force or pressure them to get married out of an idea that a woman’s place is in the 
home and her job is to give birth to and raise children. 
 
“We want women to get married out of agreement and understand of the ramifications of marriage and having 
children,” Gal-On explained. 
 
If the marriage age remains at 17, “the freedom of choice will be for parents, not for children,” MK Haneen Zoabi 
(Balad) said. “This bill defends the rights of minors. 
 
Tradition didn’t give them free choice.” 
 
UTJ MK Uri Maklev opposed the bill, saying it “harms normative population groups who want their youth to get 
married young, because that is their tradition. 
 
This is a violation of civil rights.” 
 
MK Avraham Michaeli (Shas) warned that the legislation would encourage “pirated” weddings for populations that 
disagree with the law. 

 
The Rackman Center for the Advancement of the Status of Women at Bar-Ilan University 
said that over 4,500 minors are married in a year, 4,000 of whom are women. About half of 
the married minors are Jewish, and approximately 500 of them are under 16. Over 500 girls 
a year give birth before they are 17 years old. 
 
“The existing law was passed over 60 years ago and does not fit with social developments 
and research on the topic since then,” Rackman Center chairwoman Prof. Ruth Halperin- 
Kadari said. “The time has come to adopt this law in Israel and prevent early marriage and 
motherhood by women who are not ready for it physically or mentally. 
 
Raising the minimum marriage age also decreases womens’ exposure to violence in the 
family.”  
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A bill to raise the legal age to marry from 17 to 18 passed its se-

cond and third reading in the Knesset Constitution, Law and Jus-

tice Committee Wednesday, clearing a major hurdle to becoming 

a law. 

Seven MKs voted in favor of the bill while MKs Uri Maklev (United 

Torah Judaism) and Avraham Michaeli (Shas) voted against. 

“The Constitutional Committee has made a historic decision today to accept the bill I proposed to raise the 

*minimum+ age to marry,” MK Yariv Levin (Likud) said after the vote, according to Ma’ariv. “With this we will fall 

in line with the developed countries of the world and put an end to forced marriages of girls at a young age. I 

hope that the State of Israel starts down a new path in this regard.” 

The bill passed by the committee only allows marriage under the age of 18 in exceptional cases where the court 

grants permission. It also would require police to report to Knesset any case that violates the new law. 

According to a report by the Rackman Center for the Advancement of Women at Bar Ilan-
University, 4,500 minors are married in Israel every year, of whom 4,000 are girls and 500 
are under the age of 16. The report also revealed that 500 girls give birth before they 
turn 17 and for 10 percent of them, it is not their first time. 

The Central Bureau of Statistics said in a report that 4,214 people married before they turned 18, half of whom 

were under 17, with 10% under 16. 

“The Knesset took a dramatic step and raised the *minimum+ age of marriage to 18, and won’t give the High Rab-

binical Court the right to appeal,” MK Zahava Gal-on (Meretz) said. “The choice to marry is personal.” 

Maklev downplayed the issue of underage marriage in ultra-Orthodox society, but proposed that the law make 

exceptions in cases in which the High Rabbinical Court and a social worker give their approval. The committee 

rejected it. 

“The number of minors married in the ultra-Orthodox community is small,” he said. “There are small circles such 

as Hasidic courts where marriage under the age of 18 is accepted.” 

Committee passes bill to raise 
marriage age to 18 
Knesset panel rejects proposal to allow underage marriages with ap-
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